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Title word cross-reference

#4315 [Har79].

0 · 1 [dVW66]. 2 × 2 [BH60a, BH61a, OL61a, OL61b, Pla64]. 50 [Bar66d]. k
[JNAP63, JNAP65]. χ [JP69, JP70]. χ2
[Hit62, MA65, Put64, Tik65b, Wis63a, Wis63b, You62]. χ2 2 [Sen67]. d
[dVW66]. Ek/M/1 [Bur60c]. ε [RK69a]. exp(−a) + ka = 1 [BDM60].
exp(b) - b/(1 - p) = 1 [BDM63]. F
[Ati62, BDO60, CB63, CB66, GS62b, PB61, Pri64a, SZ60, Tik65b, Tik66].
GI/G/1 [Kin62]. GI/M/1 [Fin60a]. k [DG68a, Kor69, Maa66]. M
[Har69a, Pea69, Cro61, Lin60]. M/M/1 [GS65]. X[2 [Wis63a, Wis63b]]. N
[Gil65, Hai65b, ST66, Arc62, Arc64, Hof63]. p [Ra68a, Rao69]. Q [Gow66a].
R3 [Mil65a]. ρ [Sno63]. S [Bur60a, Bar66d]. s = 1 [Bar66d]. s2max/s20
[Cha67a]. SU [Joh65b]. σ2/σ2 [Sis68]. √b1 [Pea65b]. √b1 [JNAP63].
\[ \sum_0^n f(Y_t) \text{ [Con65]. } \sqrt{\beta_1} \text{ [JNAP65]. } t \]

[Amo64, FKM67, GJ68, HJ61, HPW61, Joh61, MAA66, OWE65, SAA62a, SIS64].

[IS64]. \[ U^2 \text{ [Maa66]. } U^2_{M,N} \text{ [Ste65b]. } U_{N^2} \text{ [PS62b, Ste63a, Ste64, Tik65a]. } \]

\[ V_1^{(s)} \text{ [Bar66d]. } V_N \text{ [Ste65a]. } W^2_N \text{ [PS62b, Tik65a, SM68]. } X^2 \text{ [Wis64]. } \]


/M/1 [Bur60b].

1 [Fin61].

2 [KLTW65].

30 [Har79].

51 [Har79]. 54 [MT72]. 55 [DS76]. 58 [Ano64d].
Andrew [Yat62], Angle [Hol67], Angle-Count [Hol67], Animal [Man69b, Wat66], Animals [Cor64b], Announcement [Ano66a], ANOVA [Cox92], Anthropology [Ano64n], Any [Ver61], Apart [Ver61], Apeit [Bro62], Application [Gar63, Gar64, GZ67, Les62, Pat62, Rao65a, Sed66, SW62, Tia66, Wis62, HF69, Ste66], Applications [Bar65d, Buc65, BO59, BO61, Dav64a, Joh60a, JY60, KZ63, Loy67a, Mar67a, Mil63, Tar68, You67b, Blo60b, Ait66a, Bar62e, Buc65, Cox67a, Har63b, Mil63].

Applied [BT64a, Ken64, Sis64, Ryb66, Saw61b], Approach [BT64a, BT68, Bro67, D66, Kru67, Mar68c, DS76, RK67, Rut67], Approaches [Bro64]. Appropriate [Hea64b], Approximants [Sil69], Approximate [Lin60, MC62, MB65, PT65, Rad67, Ste62b, Ste62c, Whi63, MC60, Yao65], Approximating [Hoa68, Pea63b, Tiki, Tik66], Approximation [Bai68a, Bha60, Cha67b, GJ68, Joh60a, Lea64, Pat65, Pat69, Pin62, Tar68, Tra69, Wis64, SZ60], Approximations [DR63, Ewe63, GCP66, JY60, Kadi, KLTW65, Les60, Man69a, Ord68, Pea69, Rub64, San63, Tik65a], Arbitrarily [Geh65b], Archaeological [HSD66], Arguments [Ano60g], Rising [Cro64, Pea63b, Ram60, Ram61], Arithmetic [Dav60], Armitage [Dav62c], Aroian [Ano60f], Arrangements [Ano65d, KZ63], Ascending [Kri67], Asger [Ano64e], Aspects [Ano64h, Rei60b, Sok60], Assay [AS66, Bar66f], Assays [ASB60], Assembly [Gre67], Assessment [Men65], Associated [Bar69, BG62, DB69, DB70, Har63c], Assumption [Ewe61], Assumptions [BT64a], Assurance [MS69], Astronomy [Dav63c], Asymptotic [BG62, Bri69, Cha67b, Cha64, Far63, Gh66, Gle68, Gow61, KG67, Mil69, Pea66c, PP64, Rao69, RK69a, Sen67, Stu67, Tra69, Whi61, Rao68b], Asymptotically [BN65], Attente [Haw64]. attribute [BC61], Aty [BD61], Author [Ano69d], Auto [Hea64a], Auto-Primer [Hea64a], Autocorrelated [TT66], Autocorrelation [Dan62a, KE60], Autoregressions [Whi63], Autoregressive [Cha61, Cha64, Fin60b, Han69a, Han69b, Wal62]. Autoregressive-Moving [Han69b], Average [Bri65, Fin60b, Gea66, Han69a, Han69b, Sha69, Stu67, Wal61a, Wal61c, Wal61b, Wal62], Axiomatic [Joh60a], Axiomenschaften [Joh60a], Aylmer [Ken63a].

B [Ano60i, Ano60j, Ano60c, Ano63j, Ano63i, Ano64b, Bar63d, Bar63b, Cor64a, Dav60c, Dav60b, Dav62b, Dav63d, Dav64c, Joh64, Lin63, Re60b].

Back [Ano60a, Ano60b, Ano61a, Ano61b, Ano62b, Ano63a, Ano63b, Ano64a, Ano64b, Ano65a, Ano65b, Ano66b, Ano66c, Ano67a, Ano67b, Ano68a, Ano68b, Ano68c, Ano69a, Ano69b, Ano69c]. Bacterial [Gan62], Bahadur [Sto68], Bailey [Bar65d, Dav60g, Wal63], Balance [Pea60, Pea61], Balanced [Ati61, Ati62, Ber68, KLTW65, Mul65, Mul66, Pre66, Pre67, Pre69, Rag62, Sis68, SB66, TD68], Balking [Hai60, GS65], Ball [Smi60].
Buc61, Buc62a, Buc62b, Buc62c, Buc64a, Buc64b, Buc65, Bur62, Cha68a, Cha63, Cor62b, Cor62a, Cor64a, Cox61, Cox67a, Cox67b, Cro60, Cur66, Dav60i, Dav60f, Dav60h, Dav60j, Dav60d, Dav60a, Dav60c, Dav60b].

**Book** [Dav60e, Dav60g, Dav61d, Dav61a, Dav61b, Dav61g, Dav61j, Dav61e, Dav61f, Dav61i, Dav61h, Dav61c, Dav62f, Dav62d, Dav62c, Dav62e, Dav62b, Dav62a, Dav63e, Dav63b, Dav63c, Dav63d, Dav63f, Dav63a, Dav64a, Dav64b, Dav64c, Dav64h, Dav64d, Dav64f, Dav64g, Dav65a, Dav65b, Dra64, Edw61, Ela59, Fel63, Fin62, Gob67, Gru61, Hal63, Har63b, Har63a, Haw64, Haw65a, Hea62, Hea64a, Hol61a, Hol61b, Jen64, Joh60c, Joh60b, Joh62f, Joh62e, Joh62c, Joh62d, Joh62a, Joh62b, Joh64, Joh66, Kal61b, Kal61c, Ken61b, Ken64, Ken66a, Ken66b, Kes61, Lin63, Lin69, Llo60, Loy66, Loy67a, Loy67b, Mal61a, Mal61b, Men65, Mil61, Mil63, Moo61, Moo63, Moo66, Mor62, Noe66, Pea64, Pea66b, Pea66c, Pea67a, Rad66, Rei60a, Rei60b, Ryb66, Saw61b, Saw61e, Saw61d, Saw61c, Saw62a, Smi60, Smi62b].

**Boole** [Dav61h].

**Borel** [HB60, Hai61, Tan61].

**Borne** [Dow68].

**Both** [Bar67a, Jol65, Jol63].

**Bound** [San64].

**Boundaries** [MSA66].

**Bounded** [Ben63, Ben65, Ben68, Ste67a, Ste68b].

**Bounds** [BM65, Ben65, Leaf4, RG57, RG61, SW60].

**Bowker** [Buc62b].

**Box** [Pea69].

**Brailey** [Rei60b].

**Branching** [Bar65e, Gan62, Jag67, Pol68, Wau68, Wh64a].

**Brinley** [Cor64a].

**British** [Tay63].

**Brownien** [Ken66a].

**Brownlee** [Wet62].

**Bruce** [BD66].

**Brunk** [Dav61a].

**Buckland** [Ano64c, Men65, Bar60c].

C [Ait66a, Ano63d, Ano63c, Bar63e, Bro62, Buc65, Cor62b, Cur66, Dav63a, Dav64h, Har63a, Joh62e, Llo60, Loy67b, Tay63, Wal64, Yat62].

**Cajori** [Smi60].

**Calcoli** [Dav61c].

**Calculation** [Gow66a].

**Calculations** [Dav60e].

**Calculus** [Ano63d, Dav61h, Dav64g, KZ63, Ano63d].

**Calder** [Cor64a].

**Calibration** [Tan67].

**Canonical** [Gow66a, Ksh62, Lan66, Whi63].

**Capacity** [Tan67].

**Caps** [Gib55].

**Capture** [Dar61, Jol65].

**Capture-Recapture** [Dar61, Jol65].

**Carcinogenesis** [Ken60a].

**Care** [Rei60a].

**Carl** [Ano64o].

**Carl-Erik** [Ano64o].

**Carlo** [CB66, HK68, Pea66a, Rob67].

**Carrier** [Dav61a].

**Carrier-Borne** [Dow68].

**Carslaw** [Smi60].

**Cartesian** [Joh62c].

**Case** [BP63, Dav64h, Han68, Kal62c, Spr69, DH67b, Owe65].

**cases** [Put64].

**Categorical** [HL65, MA65].

**Cell** [Bar69, You62].

**Censored** [Ano64o, Dos62, Geh56a, Geh56b, HM66, HM67, HM69, Saw61a, Saw61f, Saw62b, Saw66b, Swa62, Tik67].

**Censoring** [GT69].

**Census** [Dar61, Seb62, Seb65].

**Censuses** [Dav61f].

**Central** [BDO60, BD61, JP69, Pri64a, San63, Seb63, Tik65b, Tik66, Amo64, HPW61, Owe65, SZ60].

**Certain** [Bar60a, Ghi68, KG62, LL60b, LB63, MGR60, MGR61, Mil69, Mot62, Pol66b, PP64, Wat66, Sis64].

**Chain** [BW63, BDF62, Con65, Goo64].
Conditions [Goo69, Goo70, Kha78]. Confidence [BH60b, BH61b, Har64b, KOR64, Lac69, RG57, RG61, ST66, Wil62a].
Connected [Cro68, LL60a, Ste66]. Consecutive [Wal61a, Wal61c, BC61].
Consequences [Wal60]. Conservative [Saw66a]. Considering [Mor65].
Consistency [Fra65]. Consistent [McN66]. Constants [Cun69].
Constructing [Dur61, Dur66, Mul65]. Construction [Rad64]. Contagious [HG68].
Containing [Bri66, Bro64]. Contributions [Blo63, Dav62d, Mar67c, Mar68a, RG57, RG61, Bar63c, Buc62a, Dav64c].
Control [Moo61, Pag62, Sti69, Wet60]. Convergence [Bri62]. Conversion [Ano60d].
Convex [Efr65, LS68]. Convolutions [Tey64]. Correction [Ait71, All68, Bar62a, BGKO71, CK70, Cox67c, Cro67, Dan70, Dur66, Fin61, HM67, Hin70, JP70, Pre69, Sch67, Ste68b, Pla64].
Corrects [Ait69, DB70, DS76, Goo70, HM69, Har70, LM71, Mar68a, Mar68b, MT72, PG70, Rao69, Sch69b, SA69, Sub70, Tar90, Wal70, Wis90, Har79].
Correlated [GS62b, GPS64, GP65, pH68, Hin69b, Hin70, KLTW66, Lar69, Mar67b, Mit68, MR68, SH68, Spr65]. Correlation [AH65, Ait66b, AH66, AH68, ANR68, Ait69, Ait71, Cox66a, Cox67c, Dav60a, Durt69, Far60, Far63, FF61, Gho66, GW61, Gle68, Hii69, KLTW66, Mar67b, MC662, MB65, MG69b, Mor67a, Mor67b, Mor63b, RGL68, SH68, Sno63, Whi61, Whi62, Hof63, McG60, PS62a, AH65, AH66].
Correlations [Lang66, Mos63, Mos62]. correspondence [Pea68c]. Corrigenda [AG65, Ano60k, Bar65b, BH61a, BT63, BD65a, BW65b, BO61, Gon61a, Har61a, Har65, Imh62, Ito63, JNAP65, Kal62a, LEH61, MGR61, OLe61a, Pea61, Ram61, Rei62, RG61, Rub65, She69, She61, SD61a, Wal61a, WGH63a, Wis63a].
Corrigendum [Bra64, Bur60b, Ver64]. Count [Hol67]. Countercurrent [Kas60]. Counting [Hai65a]. Counts [Mos63]. Course [Ano63c, Arc64].
Covariance [Ati64, Bri65, Fin60b, Han68, IS64, Kor68, Kor69, Mar63, PJ68, RT69, Sha69, Whi62]. Covariances [Gla62, Mor63b]. Coverage [Mil69, Mor61]. Covering [Gil65]. Cox [Rao69, Buc64a, Rao68b]. Craig [Sha66].
Criterion [Bar62a, BT64b, PG69, PG70, Sch66, Sch67]. Critical [Gee66, GW61, Nic61, Stu67, Ver63, Ver64]. Criticism [JV65]. Cross [Mor63b]. Cross-Correlation [Mor63b]. Crossed [Ano63h, Mos67a].
Crosses [HK63]. Crossover [Gar69]. Cruon [Mil63]. cuboidal’ [DL66, DL65]. Cumulative [Dav64i, Tar68]. Curvature [Rao60]. Curve [Gon61a, Gon61b, Mil61, Mor66, PR64, SC66, Wil65b, Pat60]. Curves [JNAP63, LM64, PT65, Pea66c, Rao65a, Wis60, JNAP65, Joh65b, WC66].
Customer [Fin61, Fin60a]. Cut [KLTW65]. Cybernetic [Bar63a]. Cycle
Distributed [Ait63, Bai68b, Kha78, Mor67b, Stu62]. Distribution [AH65, Ait66b, AH68, Ajn68, AC64, Alw62, Amo63, Ano60h, Ano60f, BDO60, BN68, Ber69, Bha60, Bj69, BGKO66, BGKO71, Bres63, Bur60a, Cam68, CB63, Con65, Cox66a, Cox67c, Cro66, Cro67, Far60, Fin64, GJ68, Gh60, Goo69, Goo70, Gow61, GPS64, GG66, HJ63, HT65, HM60, Har67a, Har64a, Har67b, Has69a, Has69b, Hea64b, Hol64, Imh61, Imh62, Job60a, JW65, Joh66, Kab64, KK66, Kor68, Kot65, Kri67, Ksh66, LEH60, LEH61, MS69, Mar68b, Mar69b, Mar63, McG62, MB65, Mol68, Mos63, MM64, Nab61, Nic61, Ord68, Pat62, Pat63, Pat69, Pea64, Pea69, Pil64, Pil65b, PG69, PG70, Pin62, PW66b, Rao60, RGL68, Roa63, San63, SW62, Si69, St63a, St64, Ste67b, Ste69b, Ste69c, Sto67, Tanf61]. Distribution [Tar79, Tar90, Tho69, TF69, Tik66, Ver61, Vid64, Wat67, WW64, WGH62, WGH63a, WGH63b, Wil65a, Wil69, Wis64, You67a, AH66, HB60, Hai61, Har65, Har79, HPW61, Hol66, Job61, KK65, Mos62, Owe65, RK67, SC65, Ste66, PS62a, Ste65a, Ano60j]. Divisible [HK63]. Do [Dav65b]. Dodge [Ano64d, Pea66b]. Donald [Dav61j]. Doris [Hea64a]. Dose [Wis60]. Dose-Response [Wis60]. Double [Ano60e, CJ64, KLTW65, SS65a]. Doubly [Ait66b, Geh65a, HM66, HM67, HM69]. Drawings [Cra62]. Drawn [Rao60, Roa63]. Drug [Col63, Kin64]. Drugs [AS64]. Due [Kal64]. Duncan [Mal61b, Wet60]. Durbin [Wal61a, Wal61c]. Durfee [Dav61c]. Dwight [Ano63i].


First- [RT69]. Fisher [Ken63a, Pat65, Pat69, Pea68c, Ste69b, Yao65]. Fisz [Bar64a, Ela59]. Fit [Cha64, Cro68, Ksh61, PS62b, Sla66, Ste63a, Ste69a, Tar79, Tiki65a, Wat61b, Wat62, Put64, Ste64, Ste65a, Tar90]. Fitting [Ber60, Cro64, Cun69, Gon61a, Gon61b, Har67b, LM64, Pea66c, Spr65, Whi63, Wis60, Joh65b, Pat60, Mill61]. Five [Ano60g]. Fixed [DS68, Lar69, DS76, DG66]. Fixed-Effects [Lar69, DG66]. Fletcher [Dav63a]. Flow [Haw65a]. Fluctuating [Pol66a]. Follows [Kot65]. Food [Cor64a]. foregoing [Eul61]. Form [Chi67, Goo69, Goo70, Kha78, Pri64a, Ver61]. Forman [Buc60]. formation [Ber61]. Forms [BO59, BO61, Coo63, Imh61, Imh62, Sha68, Tiki65b, Tur60]. Formula [Rao60, Wal61a, Wal61c]. Formulae [BD61, Sis64]. Forsythe [Wat61a]. Foundation [Rad66]. Foundations [Ano64k, Joh60c]. Four [PJ67, PJ68, SW60, Sno63]. Fourth [Dav62d, Dav63e]. Fox [Ano64c, Dav60a]. Fraction [Rub64]. Francis [Ken68a]. Frank [Haw65a]. Fraser [Dav60h, Lin69]. Fred [Yat62]. Free [Cro66, Cro67, Tho69, WW64]. freedom [Yao65]. Freeman [Ano64f, MY61]. Frequencies [Oka63, Sla66, You62]. Frequency [Gon61a, Gon61b, Gon66, Hol69, PT65, Roa63, Joh65b]. Frequentist [Bar65a, BB66]. Friedman [Sen67]. Front [Ano60l, Ano60m, Ano61d, Ano61e, Ano62c, Ano62d, Ano63l, Ano63m, Ano64p, Ano64q, Ano65e, Ano65f, Ano66e, Ano66f, Ano67d, Ano67e, Ano68d, Ano68e, Ano68f, Ano69e, Ano69f, Ano69g]. Fulfilment [You61]. Function [Ano60h, Ano60i, BH61a, Ber60, Cro66, Cro67, Dan62a, Gob67, Hit62, Hit66, LS68, Lea64, Pea64, Pea67a, Rao66, Sli69, Tur60, WD67, Wis60, BH60a]. Functional [Dav64]. Functions [CO65, Dav61i, Gon61a, Gon61b, GSP64, GP65, HM60, LL60b, Mil65b, Mos67a, Ord68, Pil65a, Ric67, Whi62, Bal63, SZ60, Ano60h, Chu63, Dav61g, Edw61, Bar66c]. Fundamentals [Dav61c]. Further [Bar63f].
G [Ano60e, Ano63], Ano64d, Arc64, Bar63c, Buc62b, Buc65, Cox67b, Dav60b, Dav61d, Dav62f, Dav62a, Dav64c, Dav64d, Dav64g, Dav65a, Dra64, Go66, Men65, Mil61, Pea66b, Rad66, Saw61c, Gall [Haw64], Galton [Pol68].

Games [Arc61]. Gamma [Ait63, Kot65, Mor69, Pea64, Pea67a, Pin62, RG66, Stu62, WGH62, WGH63a, WGH63b]. Gamma-Distributed [Ait63, Stu62].

Gamma-Function [Pea64].

Gantmacher [Kes61].

Gaps [Haw65b].

Garvin [Bea61].

Gary [Yat62].

Gass [Buc65].

Gauss [Sea67].

Gaussian [Mil65b].

Geary [Buc65].

Gebiete [Ano63k].

Gene [Pol66a].

General [AS64, Dow67, Far60, Joh60c, LS68, PB64, Saw64, Sis65, Swi68, Tik64, Whi64b, Bar65c].

Generalization [Cox67d, Fra66, Kam66a].

generalizations [Hol66].

Generalized [EF62, Far63, Geh65a, Geh65b, HG67, Pat62, Pat69, PR64, Ram60, Ram61, Wal61a, Wal61c]. Generating [Dan62b, Dav64i].

Genetic [BW63, Ewe63, Gan61, Wal63, Wil62b].

Genetical [Gru61].

Genetics [Bat63, Ken66a, Smi62b, Smi62a].

Genevieve [Joh62c].

Geometrical [Phi66, Dav64d].

Geometry [Arc62, Arc64, CRR60, Rao62, Rao63].

George [Dav61h, Wat61a].

Gerhard [Bar63f].

Gershenson [Moo63].

Gertrude [Ano60h].

Ghosh [Joh66].

Ghouila [Har63a].

Ghouila-Houri [Har63a].

GI [Fin61].

GI/M/1 [Fin61].

Gini [Dav68].

Girdle [Sel64].

Given [IK68, JNAP63, Saw61a, Saw61f, SW60, JNAP65].

Gnedenko [Bar63d].

Gnedenko [Bar63b, Lin63].

Goldberg [Saw61d].

Goodness [Cha64, Cro68, Ksh61, PS62b, Sla66, Ste63a, Ste64, Ste69a, Tar79, Tar90, Tik65a, Wat61b, Wat62, Put64, Ste65a].

Goodness-Of-Fit [Ste69a, Tlk65a, Wat61b, Cro68, Ksh61, PS62b, Sla66, Ste63a, Wat62, Ste64, Put64, Ste65a].

Gosset [Pea68c].

Graig [Dav61b].

Graphs [Har63b].

Graybill [Dav64f],

Greater [Rei60a].

Greenberg [Dav64c].

Greenspan [Dav61j].

Greenwood [Dav63c].

Grenander [Dav60d].

Grid [Joh62c].

Group [Fra65, HK63, DG66, HF69].

Grouped [Bar63c, Kal66, McN66, McN68, Swa62, Swa63].

Grouping [Kal64].

Growth [Goo68, Pea66c, PR64, Rao65a, Cor64a, Dav65a].

Grundlagen [Joh60c, Bar62d].

Guest [Mil61].

Guide [Dav63c].

Gumbel [Dav60i].

Gunnar [Dav60f].

Gupta [AC64].

Guttman [Moo66].

H [Ano60d, Ano60e, Ano63i, Ano64g, Ano64n, Ano64f, Bar60b, Buc62b, Dav60], Dav60e, Dav61d, Dav61a, Dav61c, Dav62b, Dav63c, Joh62f, Llo60, Pea64, Pea67a, Smi60].

Hacking [Bar66b].

Haight [Haw65a].

Half [Har67a].

Half-Square [Har67a].

Handbook [Dav63d, Dav64e, Noe66].

Hardy [Rei60b].

Harold [Buc62a, Tay64].

Harriet [Rei60b].

Harris [Bar65e].

Harrison [Dav65a].

Harry [Moo63].

Harter [Pea64].

Hartley [Bar62a, Dav63c].

Hausa [DR63].

having [BC61].

Hayden [Bee63].

Hazard [WL64].

Health [Hol61a, Rei60a, Rei60a].

Henri [Kal61b].

Henry [Ken66a].

Herbert [Bur62, Dav62c, Joh62e, Joh62c, Joh62d].

Herdan [Dav64g].

Herman [Ken66b, Mal61a].

Hermite [KK66, KK65].

Hermitian [Tur60].
Heterogeneity [LB66, MGR60, MGR61, Pea66a]. Hierarchical [Blo60a, Blo60b, Gho64b, TB67]. High [Mor68]. High-Speed [Mor68]. Higher [LL60b]. Hions [Pea66c]. historical [Sea67]. History [Ano64e, Has67, Ken60b, Ken61a, Ken61b, Ken63b, Rab69, She68, Ken68b, Ken68a, Pea65a, Pea67b, Pea68c, Sea67, Ken63b]. Hodges [BJ69]. Hoel [Saw61c]. Hogg [Dav61b]. Homogeneity [Bar62a, pH68, PW66a, PW66b, Wis68, Wis90]. Homogeneous [Con65, Pur66, Wil69, Wil64]. Hotelling [Buc62a, Lan66]. Houri [Har63a]. Households [Mor65]. Howard [Saw61b]. Hull [Efr65]. Human [Bat63, Dav65a, Dav65a]. Hypergeometric [Ano63j, Ord68]. Hypotheses [Bat63, BN65, Bha60, Hit66, Jac68, Mar68c, McN66, Mos67b, PJ67, Rao66, Seb64, Wal67, Wal70]. Hypothesis [DP60, GW61, MGR60, MGR61, PB64, Saw64, Thi67, Mik65, You62, Cro60]. Hypothetical [Ksh61].


M [Ano64d, Arc64, Bar62f, Buc64b, Buc65, Bur60b, Cox67a, Cox67b, Dav60j, Dav60a, Dav60e, Dav62f, Dav64a, Dav64d, Dav64f, Dav65a, Dra64, Ela59, Fin61, Gob67, Joh62c, Men65, Smi63]. Machine [Blo63]. Made [JW65]. Madow [BD61]. Making [LEH60, LEH61]. Management [Mor62]. Many [Fin62]. Marek [Bar64a]. Marginals [IK68]. Maria [Dav60j]. Marked [Cor64b]. Market [Arc61]. Markov [BW63, BW65a, BG60, Con65, Gil60, KM66, KG67, McG62, MB65, Thi67]. Marks [Wil69]. Martin [Arc61]. Matched [Cha68b, Gar69]. Mathematical [Ano60c, Ano63c, Bar64a, Dav61a, Dav61b, Dav63e, Dav63b, Dav63c, Dav63a, Ela59, Ken63b, Wal63, Pea67b, Cox61, Dav62c, Hal63, Hav65a, Llo60]. Mathematics [Ano60c, Dav62a, Ano64e, Ryb66]. Mathematische [Ano60k, Ela59]. Matrices [ANR68, Ait69, Ait71, AG63, Han68, Hil69, I664, Kel62, Kor69, Mal61c, Mot62, Pill65a, PJ68, AG65, Kes61]. Matrix [CO65, Gan61, GR69, HT68, Kor68, Mar63, Pill64, Pill65b, Pill67, Pol66b, Rad64, Sha69, Whi63]. Matter [Ano60a, Ano60b, Ano60l, Ano60m, Ano61a, Ano61b, Ano61d, Ano61e, Ano62a, Ano62b, Ano62c, Ano62d, Ano63a, Ano63b, Ano63l, Ano63m, Ano64a,
Ano64b, Ano64p, Ano64q, Ano65a, Ano65b, Ano65c, Ano66b, Ano66c, Ano66e, Ano66f, Ano67a, Ano67b, Ano67d, Ano67e, Ano68a, Ano68b, Ano68c, Ano68d, Ano68e, Ano68f, Ano69a, Ano69b, Ano69c, Ano69e, Ano69f, Ano69g.

[BN65, VW60, Ber61]. Motoo [Ken66a]. Mouvement [Ken66a]. Moving [Bri65, Fin60b, Han69a, Han69b, Sha69, Wal61a, Wal61c, Wal61b, Wal62]. Moving-Average [Fin60b, Wal61a, Wal61c, Wal61b, Wal62]. MR [Har79]. Mulhall [Ano64a]. Multi [Pol68, Seb62, Ste69b]. Multi-Sample [Seb62, Ste69b]. Multi-Type [Pol68]. Multinomial [BN68, Fin64, Hea64b, Joh60a, JY60, Mal68, Mos63, OS65, PW66a, Wis63a, Wis63b, Wis64, You67a, Mos62]. Multiparametric [Kal62c]. Multiple [Bar66a, BDF62, Cla66, Goo64, KLTW65, Mar67a, MK69, MT67, Rei61, Rei62, Seb65, Jol63, MT72]. Multiple-Recapture [Seb65]. Multiplier [BN65]. Multiresponse [DH66, DH67b]. Multivariate [Arn64, BKM67, Cha67b, CH69, DB69, DB70, FKM67, Gab68, Gow66b, Gow68, HT65, Ito62, Ito63, IS64, Joh69, Ksh60, Kud63, Mar67a, Mil65b, Nab61, Pil64, Pil65b, Pil65a, Pj67, Pil67, PB64, PR64, Rad64, RG57, RG61, SO62, Ste62a, Whi63, Joh61, Mik65, Mos62, Yao65, Cha68a]. Murray [Bar62b].

N [Bar63d, Buc62d, Cor64a, Dav60g, Dav62a, Dav65a, Fel63, Gob67, Llo60, Loy66, Stu64, Wal63, Wel62]. Natural [Ano60g, Ano66d, BDF60, Bar65d]. Nearest [Bro64, Hol65a, Rob69]. Nearest-Neighbour [Bro64]. Nearly [HJ63]. Necessary [Kha78, RG66]. Needle [Pra66]. Negative [Cha69, Gon61a, Gon61b, HG68, KG62, Mor67a, Mos63, OS65, Pea66c, SW62, Vid64]. Negro [Rei60b]. Neighbour [Bro64]. Neighbours [Rob69]. Nerve [BLN62]. Nested [Pre67]. Neville [Ano60d]. Neyman [Ano64i, Dav63e, BH60b, BH61b, Dav62d, Hol66, KG62]. Neyman-Shortest [BH60b, BH61b]. No [Ano66d, Bar66e, EK60, Pea66c]. No.XXVIII [Pea66c]. Nomograms [Ber60]. Non [AS66, BDO60, BN64, BW62, BT65, BW65b, Con65, DH67a, Eri67, Har64b, JP69, Kru67, Ksh61, Low64, Mor67a, Pri64a, Rei69, Rei61, Rei62, San63, Saw66b, SS69, Seb63, Sin67, Sri60, Sub69, Sub70, Suk60, Tik64, Tik65b, Tik66, WL67, Wil69, Wil64, Amo64, Cro61, DH67b, HF69, HPW61, Owe65, SZ60]. Non-Central [BDO60, JP69, Pri64a, San63, Seb63, Tik65b, Tik66, Amo64, HPW61, Owe65, SZ60]. non-existence [HF69]. Non-Homogeneous [Con65, Wil69, Wil64]. Non-Independent [SS69]. Non-Informative [Eri67]. Non-Interactive [AS66]. Non-Isotropic [Ksh61]. Non-Linear [DH67a, Har64b, Rei61, Rei62, DH67b]. Non-Negative [Mor67a]. Non-Normal [Sin67, Sri60, Sub69, Sub70, Tik64]. Non-Normality [BN64, BW62, BW65b]. Non-Null [Ksh66, Cro61]. Non-Orthogonal [Low64, Rei69]. Non-Parametric [Kru67, Saw66b, Suk60]. Non-Sequential [WL67]. Non-Stationary [BT65]. Noncentral [Joh66, JP70]. Nonparametric [Ber69, Dav64b, Dav64e, Noc66, Sch69a]. Normal [AH65, Ait66b, AH68, AC64, Ano60i, Ano60j, Ano60h, BGK66, BGKO71, Bre63, Cam68, Chi67, DM61, Dav63f, Day69b, Dos62, DG67, Fai68, GPS64, GP65, HJ63, HT65, Har61a, Har61b, HM66, HM67, HM69, Hini69b, Hin70, Imh61, Imh62, KOR64, KOT66, KT69, LL60b, LEH60, LEH61, Mar63, McF60,


P [Ano64n, Bar61c, Bar66g, Cha68a, Dav60c, Dav62e, Dav63a, Dav64d, Hav64, Joh62e, Joh66, Ken66a, Mil61, Sok60]. P.D.F. [You67b]. Packed [Hol65a]. Pair [Bur60a]. Paired [Alw62, Bra54, Bra64, DB69, DB70, RT66, Sla61, SD61a, SD61b, dC69]. Paired-Comparison [SD61a, SD61b]. Pairs [Cha68b, Kot65, Kri67]. Palin [Pea62]. Paper [Sha66]. Paradox [SS65b]. Parallel [Wil60]. Parameter
Parameters [AD68, AC64, Bat63, BD65b, Cha61, Cha69, Dos62, Fra64, GG66, HT65, HM66, HM67, HM69, Har64b, Has69a, Has69b, HG67, Hit62, Hit66, Mor65, Ohl64, Rao65a, Saw61a, Saw61f, ST66, Swa62, Swa63, Ver61, Wal61b, Wal62, WGH62, WGH63a, WGH63b, Jol63].

Parametric [Kru67, Saw66b, Suk60].

Part [KLTW65].

Partial [Gan65, HK63, Wat61a, Hof63].

Partially [Bar63c, HG61].

Particular [Wil64].

Parzen [Bar62e].

Passmore [Cor64a].

Paths [Ken66a].

Patnaik [GCP66].

Patterns [BD63].

Paul [Ken66a, Saw61c].

Pearce [Cur66].

Pearson [Ano64j, Hoa68, JNAP63, Kam66b, Pea68c, SC65, Wel62].

Peggy [Joh62d].

Percentage [Amo63, Ano60f, Bar62a, BN68, Cha67a, HT68, Har69a, Har63c, Har64a, IMH68, JNAP63, JP69, JP70, Pea64, PT65, Pea65b, Pea68b, PB61, Pl67, SM68, dVW66, Har65, Har79, JNAP65, Ste66, Bar66d].

Performance [DP65, Far60, GT69, Mar69a].

Periodic [JB67].

Periodogram [Dur69].

Peripheral [BLN62].

Permutation [Arn64, Dan62b, Par62, CB66].

Permutations [Ano64j].

Persistence [BDF62, BD66, Goo64].

Persons [Hai65b].

Perturbation [Bai68a].

Peter [Joh62b].

Petersen [Smi60].

Pfanzagl [Joh60c, Joh60b, Joh62a].

Phages [Gan62].

Phase [DG66a, DG68b, Goo67, Hin69a].

Phase-Dependent [Goo67].

Phenomenes [Mil63].

Photoelectric [Mor68].

Physical [Ano64n].

Physics [Bro62, Dav63c, Ano66c].

Pirie [Cor64a].

Places [Ano60g].

Plackett [Saw61e].

Plan [Rei60a].

Planimeter [Mor68].

Plans [Col63, MSA66, Joh64].

Plant [McG67].

Plot [Big61].

Plots [Big61, Ree69].

Plotting [WG68].

Point [Bar64b, Cro64, Gow68, Hol65a, RW64, RK69b, Bar65b].

Points [Amo63, Ano60f, Bar62a, BDF63, Bar66d, BN68, Cha67a, Efr65, Fai64, HT68, Har69a, Har63c, Har64a, IMH68, JNAP63, JP69, JP70, Nau65, Nic61, Pea63a, Pea64, PT65, Pea65b, Pea68b, PB61, Pl67, Ste65b, SM68, dVW66, Har65, Har79, JNAP65, Ste65a, Ste66].

Poisson [Pea67a, BH61b, Gar64, Goo66, HG67, Hol64, Lac69, Lew65, Mar69b, MY61, PW66b, Rob69, Sub65, Wil64].

Polar [Ano60d].

Pollens [Mos63].

Polykays [BD60].

Polynomial [Cro64, Dow66b, Spr65, McG60].

Polynomials [Gon61a, Gon61b, vHG66].

Pooled [Oka63].

Population [Bai68a, BMS67, BGL60, BD61, Bar62f, CJ64, Cor64a, Cra62, Dav64i, Dem67, Goo68, GS62a, Hai65b, Ken66a, Pol66b, Saw61f, Shi69, Snu63, Jol63].

Populations [Bai68b, Bar69, BG62, Dos62, Fai68, HM66, HM67, HM69, HS69, Man69b, Rao68a, Sin67, Srl60, Swa63, Wil65b, Zin61].

Populationsgenetik [Kal61b].

Positive [Gon61a, Gon61b].

posterior [Rut67, TT65].

Power [BH61a, Har63c, HT62, HK68, KT69, Pat62, PJ67, PJ68, PB64, Suk60, Whi62, vHG66, BH60a, CB66].

Power-Law [HT62, Whi62].

Powerful [McN68].

Powers [Ito62, Ito63].

pp [Bar63e].

Prabhu [Loy66].

Praktischen [Joh62b].

Precision [Rao67].

Predator [LG60].

Predator-Prey [LG60].

Prediction [AS65, LB63, Bur62].

Predictive [GD68].

Preemptive [Hec61].

Preliminary [GM62].

Presence [Bar64b, BDF63, Bar66d, BD66, GS62a, Hai65b, Ken66a, Pol66b, Saw61f, Shi69, Snu63, Jol63].
Prey [LG60]. Primer [Hea64a]. Princeton [Bar63c]. Principal [Ksh61, Ksh66]. Principles [Wal64, Dav61d]. Prior [Cam68, DH67a, SS65b, TZ64, DH67b, RK67]. Priority [Hea61, Kam67]. Probabilistic [Ker64]. Probabilities [Bar63b, DR63, Dav60b, Dav62b, Dav63e, Dav64i, Ela59, Fra66, Gol65, Has67, Ken60b, Ken61a, Ken61b, Ken63b, Lan69, Loy67a, Nic61, Pea63b, Phi66, Pin62, Rab69, She68, SW60, Tho69, WP67, WD67, vHG66, Joh61, Ken68b, Pea65a, Pea67b, Pea68c, Sea67, SZ60, SC65, Bar63b, Dav64d, Lin63, Loy67b, Bar64a, Dav60d, Ken63b, Ken64].


Quadratic [BO59, BO61, Coo63, Goo69, Goo70, Har69b, Har70, Imh61, Inhl62, Kha78, LL60a, Sha68, Tur60]. Quadratically [Ati62]. Quadrivariate [McF60, Son61]. Qualitative [Bar62c]. Quality [Bee63, Cam68, Moo61, Wet60]. Quantal [ASB60, AS64, Cox66b, GZ67, Lit68, WCV66]. Quant [Joh62b]. Quantiles [Has69b, Rut67]. Quantitative [Smi62b]. Quantity [Bee63]. Quasi [SS65b]. Que [Hol61b]. Quenouille [Dav60e, Rao65b]. Queue [Bur60b, EF62, Bur60c, Kin62]. Queueing
Queues
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Replication [Kin64]. Representation [Bri65]. Representations [Amo64].

Required [DR63]. Research
[Ano60c, Ano64i, Mor62, Rei60a, Bar60b, Gru61]. Research/Management
[Mor62]. Reseaux [Har63a]. Residual [Ati62, Bar67a, Ber68, Har67b].

Residuals [Atk69b, Dur69, Wal62]. Response
[ASB60, AS64, CC67, Lit68, Wil65a, Wis60, WCV66]. Responses [BD65b].

Restricted [Thi67]. Result [Bha67, DG68b, Sha68]. Results
[BGI60, Bar60b, DG68a, EK60, Ewe63, Gho64a, Gle68, Jac68, Lew65,
Pea66a, Whi64b, Bur60c, CB66]. Review
[Ait66a, Ano60i, Ano60j, Ano60h, Ano60g, Ano60f, Ano60d, Ano60c, Ano60e,
Ano63j, Ano63i, Ano63d, Ano63g, Ano63e, Ano63c, Ano63k, Ano63h,
Ano64n, Ano64m, Ano64i, Ano64h, Ano64d, Ano64c, Ano64f, Ano64j,
Ano64g, Ano64e, Ano64h, Ano66d, Ano69d, Arc62, Arc64, Arc61, Bar60b,
Bar64a, Bar61b, Bar62b, Bar63a, Bar66b, Bar60c, Bar61c, Bar62e, Bar62f,
Bar62c, Bar62d, Bar63d, Bar63c, Bar63g, Bar63f, Bar63e, Bar65d,
Bar65c, Bar65c, Bar66c, Bar66g, Bar66f, Bar66d, Bar66e, Bea63, Bro62,
Buc60, Buc61, Buc62a, Buc62d, Buc62b, Buc62c, Buc64a, Buc64b, Buc65,
Bur62, Cha68a, Ch63, Cor62b, Cor62a, Cox61, Cox67a, Cox67b,
Cro60, Cur66, Dav60f, Dav60h, Dav60j, Dav60d, Dav60a, Dav60c].

Review [Dav60b, Dav60c, Dav61t, Dav60g, Dav61d, Dav61a, Dav61b, Dav61g,
Dav61j, Dav61e, Dav61f, Dav61i, Dav61h, Dav61c, Dav62f, Dav62d, Dav62c,
Dav62e, Dav62b, Dav62a, Dav63e, Dav63b, Dav63c, Dav63d, Dav63f, Dav63a,
Dav64a, Dav64b, Dav64e, Dav64c, Dav64h, Dav64d, Dav64f, Dav64g, Dav64b,
Dav65b, Dra64, Ed601, Ela59, Fel63, Fin62, Gob67, Gru61, Hal63, Har63b,
Har63a, Haw64, Haw65a, Hea62, Hea64a, Hol61a, Hol61b, Jen64, Joh60c,
Joh60b, Joh62f, Joh62e, Joh62c, Joh62d, Joh62a, Joh62b, Joh64, Joh66,
Kal61b, Ka61c, Ken64, Ken66a, Ken66b, Kes61, Lin63, Lin69, Llo60, Loy66,
Loy67a, Loy70, Mal61a, Mal61b, Men65, Mil61, Mil63, Moo61, Moo63,
Moo66, Mor62, Noe66, Pea64, Pea66b, Pea66c, Pea67a, Rad66, Rei60a,
Rei60b, Ry666, Saw61b, Saw61e, Saw61d, Saw61c, Saw62a, Smi60, Smi62b].

Review [Smi62a, Smi63, Sok60, Sto62, Str64, Tay63, Tay64, Wal63, Wal64,
Wat61a, Wat66, Wel62, Wet60, Wet62, Yat62]. Reviews [Ano67c]. Rho
[DM61]. Rhythms [Wat66]. Richard [Dav64b]. Riordan [Jen64]. Ritchie
[Cor64a]. Road [Yeo64]. Roberson [Joh62d]. Robert [Saw61b, BD66].

Robin [Dan69, Dan70]. Robinson [Bar63a, Fin62]. Robustness
[Ati62, Ati64, BT62, BW62, BT63, BT64b, BW65b, IS64]. Roentgenologisch
[Rei60b]. Roessler [Dav62b]. Role [Sto69a, Sto69b]. Rolf [Joh66]. Romig
[Ano60c]. Ronald [Ken63a]. Rooms [Ghi68]. Root [Gow66b, Pil65b, Pil67].

Roots
[AG63, Bar66a, Bar66d, CO65, HT68, Mot62, Pil64, Pil65a, TF69, AG65].

Rosenblat [Bar62b]. Rosenblatt [JW65]. Rosenhead [Dav63a].

Rosenthal [Mor62]. Rotatable [BD63, BD65a]. Rotations [Mil65a]. Round
[Dan69, Dan70]. Round-Robin [Dan69, Dan70]. Round-Robing [Pea65b].


S
[Ano64i, Bar62f, Buc60, Cox67a, Cur66, Dav60h, Dav62c, Dav65a, Hal63, Lin69, Loy67b, Moo61, Moo66, Mor62, Pea68c, Saw62a, Smi60, Smi62b, Wel62, Yat62].


[Bar62a, Ber69, Bha60, Cro66, Cro67, Dar61, Dem67, Geh65a, GT69, HR68, Has69b, IMH68, Ken66a, Kru67, MGR60, MGR61, PS64, Rao60, RGL68, Roa63, Saw61a, Sav61f, Seb62, Sil69, SH68, Ste65b, Ste69b, Sto67, Sto68, Suk60, Tik67, Ury66, Wal61a, Wal61c, Wal61b, Wa62, WW66, Wi63, Hj61, Maa66, MG69a, M67]. Sampled [Mos63]. Samples [BD61, BGKO66, BGKO71, DM61, Dos62, Geh65b, GT69, Hj63, HM66, HM67, HM69, Mar67b, McN66, Pea65b, Saw66b, Sil64, Sin67, Sno62, Sno63, Srl60, Swa62, Swa63, SW65, Ano64o, Bar63c]. Sampling [BD61, BG62, Cam68, CJ64, Dar61, Dav64a, DG68a, DG68b, EK60, Han62, Joh64, Low64, Mor63a, Pat64, Rao68a, Sam62, Sam67, Sed66, SS65a, JG68, Sto68, Sto69a, Tik64, You61, LB65, Ano60e, Dra64, Ano60e, Dav61f].

Samuel [Saw61d]. sans [Haw64]. Sarhan [Dav64c]. Särdal [Ano63k]. Satterthwaite [HK68]. Satya [Hol61a]. Saul [Buc65]. Savage [Ano64k, Dav64b]. Saxena [Llo60]. Scale [AD68, BMS67, Fra64, Saw61a, Ver61, WGH63b]. Schedule [Sla61].

Schemes [Cam68, Cha61, Cha64]. Schlaifer [Saw61b]. Schmetterer [Ano63k]. Schneider [Arc62, Hol61b]. Schwartz [Ano64g]. Science [Hea62, Mor62, Wet62]. Sciences [Bar65d]. Scientific [Bee63, Dra64]. Score [Bur60a]. Scores [Dan69, Dan70, Hea64b, Rub56, SC66, St608, Rub65].


Sensitivities [SS69]. Separate [Jac68, Wal67, Wal70, WGH63b]. Separation [Kas60]. Sequence [Kri67, Cro61]. Sequences [TR66].

Sequential [All66, All68, BD68, Bha60, BN64, Boh66, Day69a, Ewe61, Gar63, Gho63, Gho64b, Hal62, Hoe68, Kin64, LB65, Man69a, Pha65, Pra66, SA62b, SA69, Sed66, WW60, Wet61, WCV66, Whi64b, WL67, You68, Haj61, MSA66, SA62a, Sis64, Dav62e]. Serial [Cam68, Cox66a, Cox67c, Dur69, Mor67b, Mor63b, Pat68, Whi61, Mc60].


Servers [Ghi68]. Service [Jen64, Mor62]. Set [Bar62a, Bar61d, Efr65, Gle68, pH68]. Sets [Pre66, Pre69]. Seven [Pil64].
Several [BD65b, DP65, GS62b, Oka63, Saw66a, WD67, Wan67, Ber61].
Sixteen [Ano60g]. Size [Bha60, DS68, Dow67, Dow68, HK68, Man69b, Tra69, DS76]. Sizes [Sam62, Sil64]. Skew [Hoa68]. Small [GT69, HS69, MGR60, MGR61, Pin62, Sla66, Hof63]. Smaller [Cra62]. Smallest [GS62a, GS62b]. Smooth [Mar66, Mar67d, Mar68b, Mar68c]. Smoothing [LK69]. Sneddon [Dav62a]. Social [Tay63]. Society [Kal61c]. Solomon [Bur62, Dav62c]. Solution [BMD60, BDM63, Dav61j, Kal61a, Kal62a, Kal62c, Ker64, Sil65, Bai63, Rob67, Yao65]. Some [AS65, Ait69, Ait71, AG63, AG65, Bar60a, Bar65a, BB66, BW65a, BGL60, Bar67b, BD60, Bld63, BT68, Bro61, Bur60b, Bur60c, CB66, DR63, Day69a, Dow66a, DG67, DG68b, Dur61, Dur66, Fai68, Far60, GT69, Gho64a, Gle68, Gow61, Gow66b, Hal62, HG67, HSD66, Jac68, Joh60a, JY60, KK65, KD69, Kin62, Kru67, Ksh60, Les60, Les62, Lew65, Man69a, Man69b, Mar67c, Mar68a, Mar69a, Mil65b, Mor61, Mur67, Par62, Pea63b, Pea69, Phi66, Pol60a, Pra66, Pre66, Pre69, Pri64a, QD61, Ram60, Ram61, Rec69, RK69b, Saw64, Sev69, Sha68, Sil64, SS65a, Sok60, Ste67a, Ste68b, Ste69a, Sto69b, Suk60, Swi68, Wal60, Wal67, Wal70, Whi64b, Wil62b, You67b, Pea66a, Pea65a, Pea67b, Pea68c, Ano64b]. Somerville [Fai68]. Southern [Ano64n]. Spaced [Spr65]. Spatially [Bai68b]. Spearman [Bro61, DM61]. Special [Cox67a, Rei60a, Saw62b, TD68, TF69, Owe65, Dav61g]. Species [Hol69, LG60, Les62, MG67]. Specification [Bro64]. Specified [LB63, BC61]. Spectra [Pri64b]. Spectral [Bar64b, Br69, Cla66, Dan62a, Whi63, Bar65b]. Spectrum [Pri63]. Speed [Mor65]. Sperner [Arc62]. Sphere [Bre63, Gil65, MD62, Sel64, Ste67b, Wat60, Wat65]. spherical’ [DL66]. Spider [BD66]. Split [Big61, Ree69]. Split-Plot [Big61]. Splitplot [CB63]. Spread [Mor65, TL67]. Square [Har67a, Har64a, Oka63, Pea64, Pea67a, RG66, San63, Sla66, Ti65a, Har65, Har79, SZ60]. Squared [Goo69, Goo70, Kha78, Seb63]. Squares [Ano63b, Ati62, Dur69, Har67b,
HK68, Kel62, Rao65a, Rub56, SC66, Swi68, HF69, Rub65. Stage [Hal62].

Stahl [Bar63b]. Standard [JNAP63, Mea66, PS64, PT65, Tik67, JNAP65, You62]. State [Con65].

States [Thi67]. Stationary [BT65, Bri65, McG62, MB65, Mor63b, Pri64b, Wis62]. Statistical [AS65, Ait66a, Ano64k, Ano64d, Ano64c, Ano64f, BW65a, Bar61b, Bar66b, Bar60c, Bar66g, Co663, Cro60, Dav60c, Dav60e, Dav63d, Geo66, Hea62, Joh66, Kru67, Moc61, Mor68, Mor69, Pea66b, Saw61b, Smi63, Stu64, Swa62, Tay63, Wel62, Wil62b, Yat62, Ano64i, Bar66f, Buc62d, Buc64b, Dav60f, Dav60g, Joh66, Men65, Rad66, Sto62, Wat66, Wet62]. Statistici [Dav61e]. Statistics [Ano66g, Ano67f, Ano67g, Ano68g, Ano68h, Ano68i, Ano69i, Ano69j, Bar66c, BO59, BO61, Cur66, Dav62f, Dav63e, Dav65b, Ela59, GS62b, Har61a, Har61b, Has67, Has69a, Ken60b, Ken61a, Ken61b, Ken63b, Mc666, Noe66, PP64, Rab69, Rao60, She68, Sil64, Sil69, Ste66, Sto69a, Sub69, Sub70, Tik65a, Ver64, WGH62, WGH63a, WGH63b, Wil64, You67b, Ken68a, Pea65a, Pea67b, Pea68c, Saw60, Sea67, Ano63c, Bar64a, Bar63g, Buc62a, Buc62b, Cor62b, Cox67b, Dav60d, Dav60b, Dav61d, Dav61a, Dav61b, Dav62b, Dav63b, Dav63c, Dav64b, Dav64e, Dav64c, Dav64f, Hol61a, Llo60, Moo66, Saw61c, Wet60, Dav60i, Dav60h]. Statistik [Ela59, Ano60k, Bar63f, Joh60b, Joh62a, Joh62b]. Statistiques [Ano64g]. Statistische [Kal61b]. Steel [Dav61d]. Stein [Hal62]. Steinhardt [Bar62d].


HF69, Blo60a, Bar61b, Bar66g, Buc64a, Mal61a, Saw61b, Sto62, Dav61j.
there [BDF62]. therefrom [Ber61]. Thinking [Dav62c]. Third [Sno62].
Thom [Bro62]. Thomas [Cor64a, Ken68b]. Thompson [Joh62e]. Three
[Has69a, Hoa68, Pat69, Rao68a, RS68, TB67]. Three-Component [TB67].
Three-Dimensional [RS68]. Tied [Bur60a]. Time
[Bar67b, BT65, Bri65, Cla66, Gea66, Han63, JB67, Ken66b, Les60, Mor63b,
Time [Bur60b, Wil65a, Bur60c]. Titchen [Mor62]. Todhunter [Ken63b].
Tolerance [Joh64, LM63]. Topographic [Whi62]. Toronto [Bar63e].
Transformations [HT62, KT69, MY61]. Transformed [Dav60f, PS62a].
Transforms [HM60]. Transition [KM66]. Transport [Bar65b].
Transportation [BLN62]. Treatments [Pre66, Pre69]. Trees [Rob68].
Trend [Ken61c, Rao69, SB68, Ury66, Rao68b]. Triads [Alw62]. Trials
[Cha68b]. Triangle [Lan69]. Tribolum [Les62]. True [Cur60]. Truncated
[AH65, Ait66b, AH68, Pat62, RGL68, Sub65, Swa63, AH66]. Truncation
[RW64]. Trunks [BLN62]. Tuberculosis [Rei60b, Rei60b]. Tukey
[Cox92, MY61]. Two [Bar64b, Ber69, Boh66, Bro67, Cra62, Cro68, Dar61,
DG68a, DG68b, Fat64, Geh65a, GT69, Ghi68, Hal62, Har63c, Has69a, HK63,
Hin69a, Hin69b, Hin70, Ito62, Ito63, JY60, KW63, K67, Lar69, LG60, Les62,
Low64, MT67, McF60, MG62, MB65, Moh68, Mor65, Mos67a, Nau65, Pil65a,
PJ67, PJ68, Pre66, Pre69, Pri64b, RW66, Saw66b, Sl66, Ste65b, Sto67,
Sto68, Sto69a, Suk60, TL67, TD68, WW64, Wil60, Yeo64, You62, You67a,
Bar65b, Haj61, MT72, Mur67, Rob67, LB65]. Two-Dimensional
[Bar64b, Pri64b, Bar65b, Rob67]. Two-Lane [Ye64]. Two-Means [Bro67].
Two-Phase [DG68a, DG68b, Hin69a]. Two-Sample [Ber69, Dar61, Geh65a,
GT69, Ste65b, Sto67, Sto68, Suk60, WW64, Haj61, Mur67]. Two-Stage
[Hal62]. Two-Way [KW63, Lar69, Low64, MT67, Mos67a, MT72]. Type
[Bar63e, GCP66, Kam66b, KG62, LG60, Mar67c, Mar68a, Mar69a, Pat63,
Pee66c, Pol68, SC65, Ste68a, Ste67a, Ste68b, Hol66, Saw61a, Saw61f, Saw62b].

U [Loy66]. U.S. [Ano60g]. Ulf [Dav60d]. Ultimate [Dow67, Dow68, Wau68].
Unbalanced [Mos67b]. Unbiased
[Bar61d, BH60b, BH61b, Har69b, Har70, Rao67]. Uncontrolled
[Tag62, Tan67]. Uncorrelated [LL60b]. Unequal
[DG68, Han68, Pat64, Rag62, San62, Sam67, Mur67]. Uniform
[GD68, Ste66]. Uniformity [An68, Ber69, BJ69, Wat67]. Univariate
[DB69, DB70, Dem67, Sil69]. Unlimited [LM67, LM67]. Unrestricted
[You61]. unstructured [Rob67]. Untransformed [HG68]. Upper
[Ben65, Dem67, PB61, Pil67]. Usage [Ano64g]. Use [Atk69b, Bar63g, CJ64,
CK68, CK70, Cor62b, DH67a, Gon61a, Gon61b, GCP66, HM60, Har69a,
Has69a, Hoa68, LB66, Pol66b, St69, TZ64, DL66, DH67b]. Used
[Gow66b, Kor68, Rad64]. **Useful** [PR64]. **Uses** [vHG66]. **Using** [Hit62, Kal66, Pea63b, PB61, Sis68, WGH62, WGH63a, WGH63b, You61]. utilizing [MG69a].

V [Ano64j, Bar63d, Bar63h, Bar66c, Dav61b, Lin63, Pea66c]. **Vaclav** [Bar65c]. **Vajda** [Hal63]. **Validity** [Sla66]. **Value**
[Cur60, Gea66, GR69, Has69a, Sis68, Stu67]. **Values**
[Ait66b, GW61, HJ63, Har61a, Har61b, KG67, Mil69, Pin62, SC66, Sin67, Ver63, Ver64, AH66, Saw60]. **Variability** [Spr69]. **Variable**
[Atk69b, HT65, Ric67, RG66, Whi64a]. **Variables**
[Ait63, Ano63g, BKM67, Ben63, Ben65, Ben68, Bri65, Dav69, EGG67, GPS64, GP65, Hin69b, Hin70, Im61, Im62, Joh64, Kot65, Saw62b, Ste67a, Ste68b, Stu62, Tur60, WD67, You67b, LB65, Bar63d, Dav60f, Fin62]. **Variance** [Ano63h, Ait62, Bar61a, Cha67a, Cra62, Cun69, DM61, Gab68, GZ67, GS62a, HR67, Har69b, Har70, Ito62, Ito63, IS64, KW63, Lar69, Les60, LB66, LEH60, LEH61, Low64, MGR60, MGR61, Mos67a, Pea66a, PR64, Ree69, Saw64, Sch53, Sch69b, Swi68, TT65, TT66, Tkh64, Wal61a, Wal61c, Wan67, Whi61, Wil62a, Wis62, DC66, MG69a, SW65]. **Variance-Components** [TT65]. **Variance-Covariance** [IS64]. **Variance-Ratio** [Saw64, Tik64]. **Variances** [AH68, Bar62a, Bar67a, BT64a, Gh60, Gl62, GM62, pH68, Low64, RGL68, DG66, Mur67, Zin61]. **Variate**
[Ait66h, AH66]. **Variate-Values** [Ait66h, AH66]. **Variates**
[Gow66a, GO66, LL60b, Mil65b, Mor67a, Mor67b, Pat69, SC66, Sha66]. **Variation** [Dav65a, IM68, JW65, KOR64]. **Variations** [Ano63e]. **Various** [GZ67]. **Vector** [Gow66b, Gow68, Han69b, Ste67b]. **Vectors** [Mal61c, TF69]. **Venn** [Ano64a]. **Verwandte** [Ano63k]. **Via** [BT62, BT63]. **Vianelli** [Dav61e]. **Viewpoint** [Bar66c]. **VII** [Cox92]. **Virology** [Gar64]. **Visits** [Ghi68]. **Vogler** [Paa64]. **Vol** [Dav62f, Dav63e, Loy67a]. **Vols** [Ano69d]. **Volume** [Ano60p, Ano61h, Ano62g, Ano63p, Ano64t, Ano65h, Ano66i, Ano67h, Ano68j, Ano69k, Dav62d, Cox92].

W [Ano64c, Bar60c, Bar63b, Bar63g, Bea61, Cor64a, Cox92, Dav60c, Dav60b, Dav61c, Dav62c, Kal61c, Men65, Pea66c, Pea67a, Smi60, Wal64]. **W.**
[Pea68c]. **Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung** [Ano60k, Ela59].

**Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie** [Ano63k]. **Waiting** [Bur60b, Ghi68, Bur60c].
**Walk** [Ste63b]. **Walks** [Kii61]. **Walsh** [Dav64e, Noe66]. **Walter** [Bea61].
**Warning** [Pag62]. **Warranty** [MS69]. **Watson** [Maa66, Pol68, Wat61a].
**Wavelets** [Bar63a]. **Way** [Ari64, Har69b, Har70, KW63, Lar69, Low64, MT67, Mos67a, Zin62, DG66, MT72]. **Weatherburn** [Ano63c]. **wedge** [MSA66].
**Weibull** [Lom66, MS69]. **Weiner** [Dav65a]. **Weiss** [Sto62].
**Where** [Roa63, Bar66a, Big61, Cam68, Con65, Ken60b]. **Which**
[LL60b, Saw66b, WL67, DL65, Ord68, Whi64a]. **White** [Rei60b]. **Whole**
[Big61]. **Whole-Plots** [Big61]. **Whose** [Hoa68, Kot65]. **Wilcoxon**
[Ver64, Geh65a, Geh65b, Sto67, Ver63]. **Wilks**
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[PG70, Sch67, Mik65, Moo66, PG69, Sch66]. **William**
[Loy67a, Saw62a, Pea62]. **Williams** [Buc61]. **Wishart** [HT68, Kab64].
**Within** [Lar69]. **Without** [GT69, Sam62, Sam67, Sto68]. **Wold** [Ken66b].
**Wolf** [Tay63]. **Wolfgang** [Wat61a]. **Work** [Sok60]. **works** [Cox92]. **wrong**
[DL66].

XXI [She68]. XXII [Rab69]. XXVII [Pea66c].

Ya [Bar63b]. Yates [Dav61f]. York [Bar63c, Rei60a]. Young [Ken68b].
Ysidro [Ken68a].

Z [Ano63f]. **Zeitschrift** [Ano63k]. Zelen [Buc64b]. Zero [BP63, GD68].
Zero-Mean [GD68].
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